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ABSTRACT 
A polygon in the complex plane is called cyclic if it is the convex hull of 1, A, 
AZ,... for some complex number A. We determine the regions where A should lie in 
order that this polygon be n-sided. As an application of this result we determine the 
region in the complex plane in which the roots of the equation 
A"-'+u,A"-~+ ... +a,_,=0 
lie when the coefficients are subject to the inequalities 
1> a, > a2 > . . > a,_1 > 0. 
As another application, we show that a conjecture of Dmitriev and Dynkin concerning 
eigenvalues of stochastic matrices is false for 6 by 6 matrices. We also simplify the 
statement of Karpelevich’s theorem which describes the region M, where the 
eigenvalues of n by n stochastic matrices lie. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
By Z,R,C we denote the ring of integers, the field of real numbers, and 
the field of complex numbers, respectively. For A EC let II(A) be the 
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convex hull of the points 1, A, A’, . . . . When II(A) is compact, then it is a 
convex polygon (assuming that A # 1). Such convex polygons are said to be 
cyclic polygons. In that case (A( < 1, if (A( = 1 then A is a root of unity, and if 
A is real then A < 0. If II(A) has n sides, then its vertices are the powers 
1,A,A2 ,..., A”-’ (not necessarily in that order). 
The main problem that we solve in the paper is to determine the set A, 
of all A’s such that Ii(A) is an n-sided polygon (n = 2,3,. . . >. The solution is 
given in Section 3, Theorem 3.4, where it is shown that A, is the disjoint 
union of tiles T,,, with 0 < m < n and (m, n) = 1. We have named these 
tiles Furey tiles for reasons that will become apparent later. The boundaries 
of the Farey tiles are certain curvilinear arcs which we study in detail in the 
first section. The second section deals with the description of Farey tiles. 
The second problem that we solve in this paper is the determination of 
the location of the roots of all possible polynomial equations of the form 
A”-’ + U~A"-~ + . . . + a,_, = 0 
where l>,a,>a,> ... > a, _ I 2 0. We show in Theorem 3.5 that the set of 
all A E C satisfying such an equation coincides with the union of all A, with 
1 < m < n (A, = (O}). 
In the Section 4 we make a few remarks concerning the problem of the 
location of the eigenvalues of row-stochastic matrices. Let M, be the set of 
all complex numbers which arise as eigenvalues of n by n row-stochastic 
matrices. It was conjectured by Dmitriev and Dynkin [2] that M, is the 
union of all cyclic polygons having at most n sides. They have shown that 
this conjecture is true for n < 5. On the other hand, we show that the 
conjecture is false for n = 6. However, if one adopts a more general defini- 
tion of cyclic polygons, then the modified conjecture is true. This was shown 
by Karpelevich [4], who has also given an explicit description of the region 
M,. The proof of Karpelevich’s theorem is long and complicated. Even the 
statement of his theorem is complicated, but we show that it can be 
considerably simplified. For the English translation and some comments on 
Karpelevich’s theorem we refer the reader to the very recent book of 
H. Mint [5]. An exposition of Karpelevich’s work is available in Portuguese 
[61. 
1. THE CURVE C(m,n) 
1.1 
We shall denote by D the closed unit disk 1.~1 < 1 in the complex plane C. 
For each integer n > 1 let II, be the convex hull of the set of nth roots of 
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unity in C. We also introduce an open set fl contained in D, namely 
O={reie: O<r<1,0<8<27r}. 
1.2 
We fix relatively prime integers m and n such that n > m > 0. The curve 
C(m, n) is defined by the parametric equation 
A”-1=t(A’“-l), o,<t91. (1.2.1) 
It is easy to see that C(m, n) c D and that C(m, n) does not meet the open 
interval (0,l) of the real axis. It is also clear that C(m, n) is symmetric with 
respect to the real axis. 
This curve consists of an isolated point A = 1 and n - 1 branches. When 
t = 0, then A” = 1, and so these branches start from the vertices of fl, 
distinct from 1. When t = 1 then A” = A’“. Hence m of the branches 
terminate at the origin and the remaining n - m - 1 branches terminate at 
the vertices of fI_, distinct from 1. The branch which starts at the point 
ezrik/n, 1 Q k < n - 1, will be called the k th ?n-unch. 
We shall see later that these branches are disjoint except that 
(1) two branches may both terminate at the origin; 
(2) if m and n are odd, then the (n - 1)/2th and the (n + 1)/2th branch 
meet on the negative part of the real axis, and then they split, and one of 
them moves towards 0 and the other towards - 1. 
1.3 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A,,A, E C(m,n), A, # 0, and A, = sh, with 0 < s < 1. 
Then A 1 is real and negative, and m is odd. 
Proof. By hypothesis we have 
A;-l=t,(A;“-l), A;-l=t,(h;-l), 
where 0 < t, < 1 and 0 < t, < 1. Since A, = sA,, we find that 
(s”t,-smt,)Ay=l-t2-s”(l-tl). (1.3.2) 
(1.3.1) 
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Assume first that s”ti - smtZ # 0. Then (1.3.2) implies that A;” E R, and 
the first equation of (1.3.1) implies that A; E R. Since m and rr are relatively 
prime, it follows that A, E R. Thus -1 Q A, < 1 and -1 <A, < 1. The 
second equation of (1.3.1) implies that 1 - AT > 1 - A”,, i.e., A”, > AT. Since 
n > m, it follows that m is odd and A, < 0. 
We now consider the remaining case, s”ti = smtZ. It follows from (1.3.2) 
that s”(l- t,)= l- t,. Since l- t, > 0, we have t, < 1. Since t, > 0, we 
have t, > 0. Hence 
1-t, t 
Sn = - 
1-t, 
1-t, ’ s 
m=-!.- 
t, 1-t, 
By eliminating s we obtain t,“(l- tl)n--m = tin(l - t21nern. Since the func- 
tion t-“(1 - t)“-, is strictly decreasing in the interval 0 < t < 1, it follows 
that t, = t, and consequently s = 1, which is a contradiction. n 
1.4 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 8 l,...,fln_l be the sequence 
1 3 2m-1 1 2 n-m-l 
-- -- 
2m’2m”“’ 2m ‘n-m~n-m’“‘~ n_m 
arranged in increasing order. Then 
Proof. We prove only the first inequality, since the proof of the second 
is similar. The number of fractions j/(n - m) not exceeding k /n is equal to 
[k(n - ml/n], and th e number of fractions (2j - 1)/2m not exceeding k /n 
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we have 
and consequently the first inequality of the lemma holds. 
1.5 
Assume that two terms of the sequence 8,, . . . ,8, _ 1 are equal. Then for 
some j and k we have (2j - I)/2m = k/(n - m), i.e., (2j - 1)n = (2j +2k 
- l)m. Since m and n are relatively prime and 1 <j < m, we infer that 
m=2j-1 and n=m+2k. 
Hence the sequence 8 1 . . . 8, _ 1 is strictly increasing unless both m and n 
are odd, in which case only t occurs twice: ecn _ r),a = 6,, + r),a = i. Note that 
in general we have 8, _k = 1 - 8,. 
1.6 
For a,bERwewrite 
For I<k<n-1 let Z,==[k/n,Ok]. It is easy to check that e,#j/n 
unless n is even and j = n/2. By Lemma 1.4 the intervals I, are pairwise 
nonoverlapping. 
If n is even (and consequently m is odd), then the intervals I, are 
pairwise disjoint and I,,, ={i>, while ek z k/n for k + n/2. 
If m and VI are both odd, then 8, # k /n for all k, and the intervals I, 
are pairwise disjoint except that I,,_ r),a n Zcn+l),2 = (fl. 
Finally, if m is even (and consequently n is odd), then the intervals Zk 
are pairwise disjoint, and 8, z k /n for all k. 
Note also that I,_, = 1 - I,. 
1.7 
By differentiating (1.2.1) with respect to the parameter t we find that 
(nh”-“-mt)A”-‘A’=h”-1. (1.7.1) 
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For t = 0 we have A” = 1 and consequently 
A'(0) = ;(Am+l -A). (1.7.2) 
For t = 1 we have A” = A”. If A”-“’ = 1, then (1.7.1) gives 
A'( 1) = -&(A - *l--m). (1.7.3) 
On the other hand, if A = 0, then (1.7.1) gives 
(A”):=, = 1. (1.7.4) 
It follows that if a branch of C(m, n) approaches the origin when t + 1, 
then this branch must be tangent to one of the rays 
R, = {re (Zk - l)ai/m :r>O), l<k,<m, 
at the origin. In fact, by using the Puiseux expansion [l, Section 8.31 at the 
origin, one can show that each R, is tangent at the origin to one of the 
branches of C(m, n). For that purpose note that after canceling A - 1 on both 
sides of the equation (1.2.1) and interpreting both A and t as complex 
variables, that equation defines an irreducible algebraic curve in C’. 
1.8 
PROPOSITION 1.8. The k th branch of C(m, n) lies in the sector 
Proof. Let A,(t), 0 < t < 1, be the kth branch of C(m,n>. We have 
A,(O) = ezwik/“. The re is a unique continuous real valued function qk(t), 
0 < t < 1, such that ~~(0) = k/n and Ak(t)= IAk(tlle’V’o), 0 < t < 1. By 
Lemma 1.3, ipk is monotonic, and it foIIows from Section 1.7 that qk(l) is one 
of the ej’s. Since hk(t) cannot cross the positive real axis and the numbers 
q,(l), 1 < k < n - 1, are distinct, Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 imply that in fact 
q,(l) = 8,, 1 < k < n - 1. n 
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FIG. 1. 
1.9 
Assume that m and n are both odd. Then [ - l,O] c C(m, n), and so the 
(n - 1)/2th and the (n + 1)/2th branch of C(m, n> must meet at a point, say 
A,, on the negative real axis, - 1< A, < 0. The point A, must be a singular 
point, and so by (1.7.1) we have nA:-” - mt, = 0. by substituting this value 
of t, into (1.2.1) we obtain 
(12 - m)A”, - nA”,-“’ + m = 0. 
It is easy to check that there is a unique A, E [ - l,O] satisfying this equation. 
At the point A, the curve C(m,n) has two tangents. One of them is the 
real axis. An easy computation shows that the other tangent is vertical (i.e. 
parallel to the imaginary axis). In Figure 1 we give a sketch of the portion of 
C(5,7) lying in the half plane Im z > 0. In that case A, = - 0.8067. For the 
definition of the points z,,~ see Section 2.1. 
2. FAREY TILING 
2.1 
A fraction a/b is called a Farey fraction if b > 0, 0 Q a < b, and a and b 
are relatively prime integers. By Q,, we denote the increasing sequence of all 
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If d/b’ and d/b” are two consecutive terms of @‘,, then it is well 
known that (see [3]): 
(1) d’b’ - u’b” = 1; 
(2) (a’ + a”)/(b’ + b”) is a Farey fraction; 
(3) a’/ b’, (a’ + u”>/(b’ + b”), a”/ b” are three consecutive terms of 
@ h’-+h”. 
The set of ah Farey fractions will be denoted by Q. To each Farey 
fraction u/b we associate a point z,,~ on the boundary of Sz. Namely we 
set 20/l = 21/l = 0 and otherwise 
2,/h = e Brria/h 
We also define 
2.2 
For each n > 1 let C(O/l, l/n) be the first branch of the curve C(n - 
1, n). It begins at the point zi,,, and terminates at zo,i = 0; it lies in the 
wedge a/(n_l)<argz<2rr/n. 
For n = 2 this branch is in fact the line segment from - 1 to 0, and for 
n = 3 it is the arc of the circle ]a + 11 = 1 from .zi,a to 0. 
By setting m = n - 1 in (1.7.2) we see that the curve C(O/l, l/n> is 
tangent at the point ai,” to the side of II, which joins this point to 1. From 
Proposition 1.8 we infer that the curve C(O/l, l/n) is tangent at the origin 
to the ray arg z = z-/(n - 1). 
The first four curves C(O/l, l/n) (n = 2,3,4,5) are sketched in Figure 2. 
2.3 
We claim that for m # n the two curves C(O/l, l/m) and C(O/l, l/n) 
meet only at the origin. It suffices to prove this claim for m = n + 1, n > 3. 
Let A be on the curve C(O/l, l/n) such that 0 < ]A] < 1. Then the points 1, 
A”-‘, A” are distinct, and A” lies on the line segment joining 1 and A”-‘. 
Hence, A” + ’ lies on the line segment joining A and A”. Consequently A”+i 
does not lie on the line segment joining 1 and A”, i.e., A E C(O/l, l/(n + 1)). 
2.4 
For n > 2 we define the curve C((n - 1)/n, l/l) to be the image of 
C(O/l, l/n) under th e conjugation map z H Z. Thus C((n - 1)/n, l/l) joins 
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FK. 2. 
qn-1)/n to 21/l = 0. Note that the curves C(O/l, l/2) and C(1/2,1/1) 
coincide. If n > 2, then C(O/l, l/n) and C((n - 1)/n, l/l) are the first and 
the last branch of C(n - 1, n), respectively. For the sake of completeness we 
also define C(O/l, l/l) to be the constant curve based at the origin. 
2.5 
Let al/b’ and a”/b” be two Farey fractions such that al/b’ < a”/b” 
and a”b’- a’b” = 1. In Sections 2.2 and 2.4 we have defined the curves 
C(a’/ b’, a”/ b”) w h en a’/ b’= O/l and a”/ b”= l/l, respectively. We shall 
now define the curves C(a’/ b’, a”/ b”) in all other cases. 
If b” > b’ [b” < b’], then C(a’/ b’, a”/ b”) is the unique branch of 
C(b”- b’, b”) [C(b’- b”, b’)] which joins the points z,,,,,, and .z,,“,~“. This 
curve lies in the wedge 2ra’/b’ Q arg z G 2ran/b”. When au/b”= l/2 
and consequently b’ = 2a’ + 1 > b” = 2, then C(a’/ b’, l/2) consists of two 
pieces: the first is a curvilinear arc from z,~,~, to a point A,, - 1 < A,, < 0, 
and the second is the line segment from A0 to - 1. When a’/ b’= l/3 the 
first piece is also a line segment. 
Quite generally, the curves C(a’/ b’, a”/ b”) and C((b” - a”)/ b”, 
(b’ - a’)/ b’) are symmetrical to each other relative to the real axis. 
2.6 
Assume that b”> b’, and let A(t), 0 < t < 1, be the parametrization of the 
curve C(a’/ b’, a”/ b”). By setting m = b”- b’ and n = b” in (1.7.2) and 
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(1.7.3), we find that 
A’(1) = j& b’-b”+l - Za’/b’ 




- z,‘,b” zl,bV, 
b’-b”+l _ 
‘d/b’ - Zd/b’Zl/b’~ 
Hence the curve C(a’/ b’, a”/ b”) is tangent at the point z,,/b’ (z,‘/b”) to the 
side of lib, (II,.) lying in the wedge 2ra’/b’< argz < 2ra”/b”. 
One easily verifies that the analogous conclusion is valid when b” < b’. 
2.7 
Let C, = C( a’/ b’, a”/ b”) and C, = C( a’/ b’, a / b), where a = a’ + a”, 
b = b’+ b”, and a”/ b”< l/2. We claim that C, f~ C, = {a,!/&). Assume that 
there is a A E C, n C,, A Z .z,~,~,.. Then 0 < IAl < 1. For convenience assume 
that b”> b’. Since A E C,, we have 
Ab”_l+Ab’‘-b’_l), O<s<l, 
and since A E C,, we have 
Ah-1=t(P-1) o<t<1, 
These two equations imply that the points 1, A’“-“, Ah” and Ab”+” are 
collinear. The line I, on which these points lie is invariant under the 
multiplication map z c, Ab’z. Since Ah’ 4 R and L is not the real axis, this is 
absurd. 
2.8 
Let C, = C(a’/ b’, a”/ b”) and C, = C( a / b, a”/ b”), where a = a’ + a”, 
b = b’+ b”, and d/b”< l/2. If in fact u”/b”< l/2, then the same argu- 
ment as in Section 2.7 shows that C, n C, = {z,9,/b”l. When a”/ b”= l/2 
then C, n C, is a closed interval [ - 1, A,] for some A,,, - 1 < A,, < 0. 
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2.9 
Let C, and C, be two curves of type C(a’/b’, a”/&‘). We claim that 
C, n C, is either empty, an endpoint of C,, or a closed interval [ - 1, A,] for 
some A,, - 1 < A, < 0. Indeed, it suffices to prove this claim when C, = 
C(a’/b’,a”/b”) and C, = C(a’/b’,u/b) or C, = C(a/b,u”/b”), where 
a = a’+ un and b = b’+ b”. By symmetry we may also assume that a”/ b” < 
l/2. In that case the claim has been verified in Sections 2.7 and 2.8. 
2.10 
S 
To each Farey fraction u/b we associate a subset S,,, of R. We set 
o/i = Si,i =@ and Si,z =(-LO). When a = 1 and b > 2, then S,,, is the 
open subset of s1 in the upper half plane bounded by the line segment [0, 11, 
the curve C(O/l, l/(b - 111, and the arc of the unit circle horn 1 to .z,,(~_ i). 
For instance, S1,s is the part of the open unit disk lying above the real axis. 
If a = b - 1 and b > 2, we define S,,, to be the image of Sl,h under the 
conjugation map. 
In the remaining cases we have 1 < a < b - 1. Then let a’/ b’ (a”/ b”) be 
the Farey fraction which precedes (follows) u/b in the sequence Qb. Then 
S o,h is the open subset of R bounded by the curve C(u’/b’, d/b”> and the 
shorter arc of the unit circle from z,.,~, to z,~,,,,~,. 
2.11 
To each Farey fraction u/b we associate another subset To,,, of a, 
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I-llUS,/,. If b > 2, let a’/ b’ and a”/b” be as in the previous section. 
Then we define 
T o/b = 0%/b) ” %,J \ (S(o+a’),(b+b’) ” S@+a”),Cb+PJ 
where \ is the sign for set theoretic difference. For instance we have 
T ,,,=(x+iy:-~~x<O,O<y4J-2r-x2}. 
The sets To,b are pairwise disjoint, except that T,,,, = T1,l, and they 
form a partition of a. We refer to this partition as the Farey t&g of fi (see 
Figure 3). 
3. CYCLIC POLYGONS 
3.1 
For A EC let II(A) be the convex hull of the powers 1, h,h2,. . . . It is 
easy to see that IT(A) is compact if and only if A E fi U {l}, in which case it is 
a polygon. Such polygons are called cyclic polygons. For each integer n 2 2 
let A, be the set of all nonzero A E C such that n(A) is an n-gon (in 
particular it is compact). We also define A1 = (0). 
LEMMA 3.1. If A E A,,, then the vertices of II(A) are 1, A, A’, . . . , A”-‘. 
Proof. Let k be the largest positive integer such that the convex hull A 
of 1, A, A’, . . . , Ak is a (k + l)-gon. Then Ak+ ’ E A and consequently A A c A. 
It follows that II(A) = A and so rz = k + 1. n 
3.2 
Let a / b E @, b > 2, and let a’/ b’ (a”/ b”) be the Farey fraction which 
precedes (follows) a/b in Db. 
LEMMA 3.2. For k = 0, 1,. . . , b - 1 let rk be the unique integer such that 
0 < rk < b and rk = kb’ (mod b). Zf a’/ b’ < 8 < a”/ b”, then the sequence 
rk@-[rke], k=O,l,..., b-l, 
is strictly increasing. 
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EXAMPLE. If a/b=ll/lS, then a’/b’=B/ll, a”/b”=3/4, and the 
sequence (rk) is 
0,11,7,3,14,10,6,2,13,9,5,1,12,8,4. 
REMARK. Since b’+ b”= b, we have r1 = b’ and rh_l = b”. 
Proof. We first verify the claim when 8 = a/b. Since a”b’- a’b” = 1 
and a = a’ + a”, we find that 
rkO = rka/b = (rk - kb’)a/b + kb’a/b 
= (rk - kb’)a/b + ka’+ k/b. 
since (rk--kb’)a/bEZ, we have rkO--[r,e]=k/b, which proves the 
claim in that special case. 
To prove the claim in general it suffices to show that if 0 < k < I< b and 
a”/ b’ < 8 < a”/ b” then r,B - [ rkO] z r,f3 -[r&I]. Otherwise we would have 
0 = c /(rI - rk) with c E Z, which is impossible because a’/ b’ and a”/ b” 
are adjacent in a,,_ i. n 
3.3 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf hESo,h, b>2, thentheconvexhullof 1,h,A2,...,hb-r 
is a b-gon whose successive vertices, in the counterclockwise direction, are 
Ark, k = 0 1 2 > , ,..., b - 1. (The integers rk are defined in Lemma 3.2.) 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2 we need only prove the first assertion. 
Since S,,, and Sch-oj,h are symmetrical to each other with respect to the 
real axis, we may assume that a/b < l/2. The first assertion is obvious if 
A = rez’ria/h, 0 < r < 1, and r is close to 1. In order to prove it in general it 
suffices to show that for A E S,,, the points 
A”-’ ,,'k A"+' 
, , (o<k<b-1) (3.3.1) 
are not collinear and also that the points 
A’“-2 A%I 1 
7 > (3.3.2) 
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are not collinear. 
We leave to the reader to verify the case (3.3.2). Let a’/ b’ and a”/ b” be 
as in the previous section, and recall that b = b’ + b”. From the definition of 
the rk’s we have rk_i = rk - b’ or rk + b”, and rk+l = rk + b’ or rk - b”. 
Thus there are four cases to consider. Assuming that the points (3.3.1) are 
collinear, we obtain 
Ark - Ark-l = t( Ark+' _ Ark-l), o<t<1. (3.3.3) 
If rk_i = rk - b’ and r k + 1 = rk + b’, this gives Ah’ = l/t - 1 > 0. This is 
impossible, since 2ra’/ b’ < arg A < 2ra”/ b”. 
If rk_i=rk-brand rk+l=rk - b” it follows from (3.3.3) that A”’ - 1 = 
t(A”‘-“” - 1). If b’> b”, this gives A E C(a’/b’, a”/b”), a contradiction. If 
b’ < b”, the above equation can be rewritten as Ah” - 1 = (1 - tXA”‘-“’ - 11, 
and we obtain a contradiction by the same argument. 
Now let rk_-l = rk + b” and rk+l = rk - b”. Then the equation (3.3.3) 
gives Ah” = t/(1 - t> > 0, which is impossible. 
Finally let rk_-l = rk + b” and rk+l = rk + b’. Then the equation (3.3.3) 
becomes 1 - Ah” = t(A” - A’“). Since 2rra’/ b’ < arg A < 2ra”/ b”, we have 
2rra’ < b’arg A < - 
b” 
Since a/b < l/2, we have b” > 1 and consequently Im Ah’ > 0. One 
shows similarly that Im Ah” < 0 and since (A( < 1, the points 1, Ah’, Ah” cannot 
be collinear. Thus, we have a contradiction. n 
3.4 
THEOREM 3.4. For each integer b > 2 we have 
Ah = u Ta,l,. 
o<a<b 
(u,b)= 1 
Proof. It suffices to show that To,h c Ab. This is obvious if a/b = l/2. 
Thus let b > 2. Let a’/ b’ (a”/ b”) be the Farey fraction which precedes 
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(follows) a/b in the sequence @‘h. The interior G,,, of Ta,h is the open 
connected region bounded by the curves 
C( a’/ b’, a”/ b”), C(a’/b’,a/b), and C(a/b,a”/b”) 
We show first that G,,, c Ah. Let A E G,,,. Then A E S,,, and Lemma 
3.3 implies that the convex hull T(h) of the points 1, A, A’,. . . , Ah-’ is a 
b-gon and that A”“, 1,A’ are successive vertices of I’(A). Hence, using 
Lemma 3.1, in order to prove that A E Ah it suffices to prove that Ah E T(A). 
In fact we shall prove that Ah belongs to the interior of the convex hull A(A) 
of the points Ah”, I,,+“‘. This is obvious if A = re2.“ia/h, 0 < r < 1, and r is 
close to 1. Since G,,, is connected, it suffices to show that for A E G,,, the 
point A’, never falls on the boundary of A(A). 
Assume that for some A E G,,, the point A” lies on the side of A(A) 
joining the vertices Ah’ and A”“. Then the convex hull of the points A, A’, . . . , A” 
is a k-gon for some k < b. This is impossible, since I(A) is a b-gon. 
Next assume that A” lies on the side joining the vertices 1 and A”‘, i.e., 
that A” - 1 = t( Ah’ - l), 0 < t < 1. Then A E C(a / b, a”/ b”), which contra- 
dicts the hypothesis that A E G,,,,. 
One obtains a similar contradiction if A” lies on the side joining the 
vertices 1 and A”“. 
It remains to consider the points A E Ta,!, \ Ga,,,. Since A E So,,,, we 
know that I(A) is a b-gon. Since A belongs to the closure of G,,,, the point 
A’, must belong to T(A) by a continuity argument. Hence T(A) = II(A), i.e., 
A E A,,. n 
3.5 
THEOREM 3.5. A complex number A satisfies an equation of the form 
A"-' + u~A"-~ + . . . + u,_~A + a,_, = 0 (3.5.1) 
with 1 > a, > u2 > . . . > a,_, 3 0 if and only zy 
Proof. Let A E A,,,, 1~ m < n; we want to show that A satisfies an 
equation of the type (3.5.1). If m = 1, i.e., A = 0, this is obvious. Let m > 1. 
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Then II(h) is a m-gon with vertices 1, A, A’, . . . , A”‘-l. Since AH(A) C H(A), 
we have A” E H(A). Hence 
,yzpo.l+p,*A+ .** +p,_,-A”-‘, (3.5.2) 
where pi 2 0 and Cp, = 1. We can rewrite this equation as 
n-l 
c pkAk( A"-k - 1) = 0. 
k=O 
Since A f 1, we obtain 
n-l 




c (po+p,+ ... +pk)Ak=O. 
k=o 
Thus A satisfies an equation of the type (3.5.1). 
Conversely assume that A satisfies the equation (3.5.1) where 1 > a, > a, 
> *.* > a,_, >O. By setting p, = a,_,, p, = an_2 - a,_, ,..., p,_, = 
a, - a,, p,_, = 1- a, we can rewrite the equation (3.5.1) in the form (3.5.2). 
Thus A” belongs to the convex hull of the points l,A,A’,. . . , A”-‘, and 
consequently II(A) is a m-gon with m =G n. H 
4. EIGENVALUES OF ROW-STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
4.1 
Let M, be the set of all complex numbers which arise as eigenvalues of 
n by n row-stochastic matrices. Dmitriev and Dynkin [2] made a conjecture 
that 
M,= u H(A), 
AEAk 
k<n 
and proved it for n < 5. 
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For any positive integer m and complex number A let II,,,(A) be the 
convex hull of 
When II,(A) is compact, it is a polygon, and we 
vertices by N,(A). Karpelevich [4] has shown that 
M,= u II,(A), 
A\,m 
N,,,(A) d n 
and has determined explicitly the boundary of M,. 
to prove or disprove the above conjecture. 
4.2 
denote the number of its 
However, he was not able 
The points ,~i,~ and ,~i,~ = i lie on the boundary of M, and the boundary 
of M,. By Karpelevich’s theorem (see [4] or [5]> the part of the boundary of 
M, between these two points is given by the curve 
A4 - t = (l- t)A, o<t<1, (4.2.1) 
and the corresponding part of the boundary of M, is given by the curve 
A3-t=-(l-t)A, o<t<1. (4.2.2) 
We claim that these two curves have only endpoints in common. Indeed, 
assume that they have another common point A. Then both 
l- A3 l- A3 
A- and - 
A-l A+1 
are real and positive. If follows that the number cr = A(A + l)/(A - 1) is also 
real and positive. Since Im A > 0, we infer that 4a > (a - 1)2 and 
A=+-l+id4a-(a-l)“). 
Thus A lies on the circle ]z -I] = &. Since ]A] < 1, it follows that A lies in 
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the interior of the square f14. This is a contradiction, since the curves (4.2.1) 
and (4.2.2) meet this square only at the vertex i. 
4.3 
We claim that the conjecture of Dmitriev and Dynkin is false for n = 6. 
Let G be the open region bounded by the curves (4.2.1) and (4.2.2). Since 
the conjecture is true for n = 5, we have 
GnIl(A)=0, AEII~, k<5. 
Hence in order to prove our claim it suffices to show that G is not contained 
in the union of all cyclic hexagons. 
First we prove that if /.L is sufficiently close to i, then it cannot be a 
vertex of a cyclic hexagon. Otherwise we would have p = Ak for some A E A, 
and some k, 1~ k < 5; see Lemma 3.1. By Theorem 3.4 the set ?2,j is the 
union of two Farey tiles; 
4i = Tl,, ” G/6) 
which are symmetrical to each other with respect to the real axis. Thus the 
closure of A, meets the unit circle only at four points: z,,~, ~i,,~, z-1,5, and 
zs,s. Since (A( must be close to 1, it follows that A must be close to one of the 
four points mentioned above. This implies that /J = Ak is close to one of the 
points 
Since these four points are distinct from i, we have a contradiction. 
Hence there exists a small E > 0 such that no point p with Im CL > 1- E 
is a vertex of a cyclic hexagon. It follows that no point above the line 
Im z = 1 - E can belong to a cyclic hexagon. In particular the portion of G 
lying above that line cannot meet any cyclic hexagon. Thus we have shown 
that the conjecture of Dmitriev and Dynkin is false for n = 6. 
4.4 
Let a and b be relatively prime integers such that b > a > 0, and let 
r,=b, r2=a,r, ,..., T,,_~, r,,=l 
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be the remainder sequence obtained by applying the Euclidean algorithm to 
the pair (b, a). For example, if a = 14 and b = 39, then m = 6 and the 
remainder sequence is 39,14,11,3,2,1. Let c be the integer satisfying 
0 < c < b and UC = 1 (mod b). Then the following result is valid. 
THEOREM 4.4. Ifm is even, the I-,“_~ =]b/c]. If m is odd and b - 1> a, 
then r,,_l=[b/(b-c)]. If b -1 = a > 1, then m=3 ad ~~-1 = 
[b/(b - c)l- 1. 
proof. (This proof is due to an anonymous referee of an unpublished 
note of mine. My original proof was much longer.) 
The last assertion of the theorem is easy to verify. Thus we shall assume 
that m > 3. The continued fraction expansion of b/a has the form 
] a,; a r”“, a m_2] where un,_a = r,n_r. Set, as usual, pj/qj =[a,;~, ,..., ai], 
and note that p,_, = b and qm_2 = a. We have the equation qm_-2pm-3 - 
pm-2qm-3=(-l)m-2 and thus (- l)m-2p,,_30 = 1 (mod b). Since 0 < 
p,_, < b, we have immediately that c = p, _3 if m is even and c = b - p,_, 
if m is odd. We also have that urn-a =]P,_~ /pm-31=]b/p,n_J. and thus 
finally we see that r,_ 1 =[b/c] if m is even and r,,,_,=[b/(b-c)] if m 
is odd. n 
4.5 
Our goal here is to give a simplified version of Karpelevich’s theorem [4, 
51 describing the region M,. 
THEOREM 4.5. The region M, is symmetric relative to the real axis. It is 
contained in the closed unit disk IzI < 1, and intersects the unit circle (z I= 1 
at points e2rrio/h, where a / b E Q,,. The boundary of M, consists of curvilin- 
ear arcs connecting these points in circular order. For n > 3 these arcs are 
determined as follows. Consider an arc connecting two consecutive points 
eeVia’/” and e2Via”/h”, in counterclockwise order. By symmetry of M, we 
may assume (and we do) that 
Zf [n /b’] = 1, then the arc is given by the equation 
(4.5.1) 
@h”_ t)[n/h”] = (1_ t)[“/h”]hh’ln/h”]-h’, o<t<1, (4.5.2) 
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and otherwise by the equution 
hb”-b’[n/b’]( Ah’ _ t)[n/b’l = (1 _ t)Wb’], Ogtgl. (4.5.3) 
REMARKS. Since b’+ b”> n, we have [n/b’] = 1 or [n/b”] = 1. The 
equation (4.5.3) is obtained from (4.5.2) by interchanging b’ and b”. 
Proof of the simplification. In the original theorem Karpelevich also 
assumes that the condition (4.5.1) holds. Then he distinguishes two cases: 
Case I: [n/b”]= 1, and if rl = b”, r2 = a”, rg,. . . , r, = 1 is the remain- 
der sequence obtained by applying the Euclidean algorithm to the pair 
(b”, a”), then m is even, say m = 2s. 
Case II: Complementary to Case I. 
If [n/b’] > 1, we claim that Case I holds. If a’/b’= O/l, then a”/b” = 
l/n and Case I indeed holds. Otherwise we have b’ > 1. Since [n /b’] > 1, 
we have [n/b”] = 1. Since b’ and b” are relatively prime and, by (4.5.0, 
b” > b’[ n / b’], we have b” > b’[ n / b’] > 2 b’, and consequently [ b”/( b” - b’)] 
< 2. The equation a”b’ - a’b” = 1 and Theorem 4.4, together with the fact 
r,,_l > 1, imply that m must be even. Thus Case I holds. 
If [ n /b’] = 1 we claim that Case II must hold. This is clear if [ n /b”] > 1. 
Assume that also [n /b”] = 1. Then (4.5.1) gives b” > b’, and since b’ and b” 
are relatively prime, we have b” > b’. Thus, 2b’ > n > b” > b’ and [b”/ b’] = 1. 
Since a”b’-- a’b” = 1 and r,,_ 1 > 1, Theorem 4.4 implies that m must be 
odd, i.e., Case II holds. 
In Case I Karpelevich’s theorem gives the curvilinear arc joining ezrrio’/” 
and e25ria”/b” by equation 
/v(hP- t) =(l- ty, o<t<1, (4.5.4) 
where r = r,_ 1, while p and q are defined by 
a”p = 1 (mod b”), 0 < p < b”, 
a”q = - r (mod b”), 0 < q < b”. 
By (4.5.1) we have b” > b’[n / b’]. Since b’ and b” are relatively prime, it 
follows that 0 < b’ < b”. hence, using a”b’- a’b” = 1, we conclude that 
p = b’. By Theorem 4.4 we have r = rm_ 1 = [b”/ b’]. Since b” > b’[ n /b’] 
and n 3 b”, we have [b”/ b’] = [n/b’] and so r = [n/b’]. Now it is easy to 
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verify that 9 = b” - b’[ n / b’]. H ence the equation (4.5.4) coincides with 
(4.5.3). 
In Case II Karpelevich’s theorem gives the equation of the arc as 
(k-t)d=(l--)dAq, Ogt<1, (4.5.5) 
where b = b”, d = [n/ b”], and 9 is defined by 
a”9 = - 1 (mod b') , 0 < 9 < b”. 
From b’+ b”> n > b”[n/b”] we infer that b”[n/b”]- b’< b”. From (4.5.1) 
and the fact that b’ and b” are relatively prime we conclude that b”[ n / b”] - 
b’ > 0. Now it is easy to check that 9 = b”[n /b”] - b’ and consequently the 
equations (4.5.5) and (4.5.2) coincide. W 
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